
 

General questions: 
Email: info@gamingcorps.com 
IR- och PR related questions: 
Email: ir@gamingcorps.com  
About Gaming Corps AB: Gaming Corps develops computer games based on their own IP’s and well-known 

international brands. The Company's shares are traded on Nasdaq First North under the ticker GCOR. The 

company's Certified Advisor is Remium Nordic AB. 

 
 

 

 Level Magazine features The Descendant 

in a 4 pages article, gives it an 85 score! 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Level, the leading computer and video games magazine and one of the biggest gaming sponsor in 

Turkey gave an 85 score to The Descendant Full Season in a 4 pages feature review in its latest 

March publication. 

 

http://www.level.com.tr/haber/level-242-mart-sayisi-bayilerde.html 

 

 

The Descendant is an episodic adventure game series, developed by Gaming Corps and 

published by Microids, with all 5 episodes released for PC and MAC on Steam.   

 

“We are honored to be featured by Level, a leader in the game community, recognized in multiple 
countries for its involvement and support in game sponsorship and quality publications.” – Jean-Marc 

Broyer, President, Gaming Corps. 

 

About Level 

LEVEL is a computer and video games magazine originating in the Czech Republic with branches in 

Romania and Turkey. These three brother divisions occasionally exchange content. In addition to 

publishing the magazine, LeveL also organizes many yearly gaming competitions for players in two of 

the countries (Romania's pro-gaming sponsor being the PGL - Professional Gamer's League); it is one 

of the biggest Turkish sponsors of international gaming contests (such as WCG). 

www.level.com.tr 

 

About Gaming Corps 

Gaming Corps is a Swedish Game Developer publicly traded on NASDAQ First North. Headquartered 

in Stockholm Sweden with recent development studio expansion in Austin, TX, Gaming Corps 

develops technologies, designs and frameworks, iteratively, to create interactive experiences tailored 

to be highly transformative, collaborative, replayable and sharable with all it's fans. 

www.gamingcorps.com 

 

 

 
This information is information that Gaming Corps AB is obliged to make 
public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the 
agency of the contact persons set out above, at 13.00 am CET on mars 13, 2017. 

http://www.level.com.tr/haber/level-242-mart-sayisi-bayilerde.html

